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Commonwealth of AUSt^Iia

Competition and Consumer Act20fO-subsection 93 (7)
NOTIFICATIONOFEXCLUSNEDEALING

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2070, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind referred to
subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the person giving notice
engages or proposes to engage.

PLEASE FOLLOWDIRECTIONS ON BACKOFTHIS FORM

,. Applicant

Ia) Nameofpersongivingnotice:

(Retorto direction 2)

Myer Pty Ltd (ABN 83 004 143 239)(,, yer) of Level 7, 800 Collins Street,

Docklands, Victoria 3008; and

CellarmasterWines Ply Ltd (ABN 95 076 727 949)(Cellarmaster) of 26 Water100

Street, Surry Hills, New South Wales 2010 (together, the Applicants).

(b) Shortdescription of businesscarried on by that person:

(Retorto direction 3)

Myer operates department stores throughoutAustralia

Cellarmasteris a direct to home wine retailer. Cellarmaster sells wine through

direct channels (ie wine plans, wine advisory services;inbound calls in response to

catalogues and letters) and online. Cellarmaster has no bricks and mortar outlets

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

CIO JO Daniels

Partner

Allens

Level 37, 101 Collins Street

MELBOURNEVIC 3000

2. Notified arrangement

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition
of which this notice relates:

This notice relates to the benefits provided to members of Myer's loyalty wine club

(MYERone Wine Club) (Members). This notice relates to the supply of retail

goods and/or services, and in particular, the supply of wine, related merchandise
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(b)

and accessories.

Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:

The Applicants propose to offer MYERone members membership to the MYERone
Wine Club at no charge. MYERone memberswill be entitled to a range of benefits
on the condition that they purchase particular goods or services from Cellarmaster

and provide their MYERone membership details at time of purchase. The benefits
offered to MYERone members may include exclusive "MYERone member only"

ranges, packages and prices.

MYERone members will also be able to earn shopping credits on their purchases

from Cellarmasterthrough the MYERone Wine Club. The credits are accrued by
MYERone members and, on a quarterly basis, are then converted into MYERone

rewards cards which can be used to purchase goods and services from Myer

stores.

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected orlikely to be affected by the notified
conduct

(a) Class orclasses of persons towhich the conductrelates:

(Retorto direction 5)

MYERone members who choose to participate in the MYERone Wine Club.

(b) Number of thosepersons:

in At presenttime:

The current number of MYERone members who would be eligible to join the

MYERone Wine Club is 4.7 million people.

(ii) Estimated within the nextyear:

(Reforto direction 6)

Based on last year's membership growth of 500,000, a conservative estimate for
growth is that the number of eligible MYERone members will increase to between

approximately 5.2 - 5.4 million people within the next year.

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b)(on is less than 50, their names
and addresses:

,

Not applicable.
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4. Public benefit claims

(a) Arguments irisupportofnotification:

(Relt?r to direction 7)

The public benefits that will result from the notified conductinclude:

(1) enable MYERone members to earn shopping credits on the purchases of

good and/or services from retailers other than Myer;

(ii) promote competition in the market(s) for the retail supply of goods and
services by encouraging competitors of the Applicants to offer more

competitive prices and services to consumers;

(iii) promote competition in the market(s) in which loyalty programs are provided

by encouraging competitors of the Applicants to offer similarloyalty programs
or to increase the benefts offered under existing loyalty programs; and

(iv) potentially reduce the prices paid by Members on goods and services offered

by the Applicants.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in supportofthese clairns:

(i) The public will be able to purchase goods and services from Cellarmaster
and Myerwith orwithout membership to the MYERoneWine Club; and

(ii) The relevant markets are characterised by a large number of competitors and

therefore, the proposed conduct will riot substantially lessen competition.

5. Market definition

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services

described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets

including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the

relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of

the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):

(Retorto direction 8) andorthe marketfors"PPIy of wine.

The relevant markets are:

. the market(s)forthe supply of retail goods and services; and

. the market(s)in which loyalty programs are provided.

6. Public detriments

Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in

particularthe likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods

(a)
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or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in
other affected markets:

(Retorto direction 9)

The Applicants believe that the notified conduct will result in little Of any) public
detriment.

(by Facts and evidence relevantto these derriments:

Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

(i) membership to the MYERoneWine Club is entirely voluntary;

(ii) membership to the MYERone Wine Club will not prevent Members from
participating in 10yaity programs offered by retailers other than the Applicants;

(iii) the proposed. conduct will have a positive impact on competition in the
relevant market; and

(iv) the proposed conduct will not affect the ability of customers to acquire goods
and services from the Applicants at regularly competitive prices, regardless of

whether they are Members.

7. Further information

Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised to
provide additional information in relation to this notification:

CIO JO Daniels

(a)

Partner

Aliens

Level 37, 101 Collins Street

MELBOURNEVIC 3000
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Dated. ....:;:-^2, .'..!.!.:../.:Z. ........................................

Signed by/on behalf of the applicants

nat

J^,,,"\. a

(Full Name)

................... ..............................

.............................................................................

......... 14:1 IP, !?..^ ............---------"""""""""""""""'
(Organisation)

,,,,,,,,,

ip',.. r +^,-
(Position in Organisation)
...................,.........................................................

AUST. COMPETITION &
CONSUMERCOMMISSION

Ms!. pan!RNE

2 2 Nov 1/11 ,
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DIRECTIONS

I. In lodging this form, applicants must include allinformation, including supporting evidence
that they wish the Commission to take into accountin assessing their notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutiveIy 'and signed by or
on behalf of the applicant.

2. Ifthe notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation is to be
inserted in item I (a), riot the name of the person signing the notice, and the notice is to
be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3. Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of the
which the conductis engaged in.

4, If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in sention 47 of the
Competition and Consumer Act 2070 have been reduced in whole or in part to writing, a
copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5. Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6. State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving the notice
is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time during the next year.

7. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to resultfrom the
proposed conductincluding quantification of those benefits where possible.

8. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in particular
having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes forthe good or service that is
the subject matter of the notification.

9. Provide details of the derriments to the public which may result from the proposed
conductincluding quantification of those detriments where possible.
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